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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate existence andregularity of solutions 
of a second order parabolic equation fthe form au/at = Lu, where 
L is a second order differential operator, with variable coefficients, 
involving derivatives n aninfinite number of orthogonal directions. 
Gross [9] has developed the theory of the Laplacian o a real 
separable Hilbert space H. There the Laplacian ofa real-valued 
function f on H is defined asthe trace of the second Frechet derivative 
f” off, when the latter exists. This reduces tothe usual definition whe
H is finite dimensional. 
In order to investigate the Dirichlet problem for the equation 
dzl = f together with the regularity properties of the solutions, it is
necessary to embed H in a Banach space B (e.g. Wiener space) large 
enough to carry acountably additive extension of Gauss measure nl 
on H. This extension is denoted by p, , and is called Wiener measure 
on B with variance parameter t.Under suitable hypotheses on B, 
Gross has shown that for a bounded Lip 1 function f on B, 
p,f (x) = JB f(y)pt(x, +) has the following properties: 
(i) p,f (x) is differentiable with r spect tot and twice Frechet 
differentiable with respect toxin directions of H,with trace 
class econd Frechet derivative. 
(ii) W3Ptf 64 = 8 trace[(Ptf )“w 
Iff is not Lip 1, (p,f )“(x) need not be trace class. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
** These results are contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation at Cornell 
University in1967. The author wishes to express her sincere appreciation t  Professor 
Leonard Gross, under whose direction the thesis was written. 
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In this work we consider a second order differential operator fthe 
form trace[d(x)f”(x)], where A(x) = 1 - B(x) and B(x) is trace 
class, acting on the space of bounded Lip 1 functions f on B. A set of 
measures qr(x, dy) (0 < t < co, xE B) are defined such that if 
cf(x) = Is f(yMX, dr> for f a b ounded Lip 1 function on B, then 
qJ(x) satisfies properties analogous to (i), (ii) and moreover 
limbo q&4 = f( x uniformly inX. The method used for developing ) 
this “fundamental solution” q,(x, dy) yields the above regularity 
properties immediately, as well as a representation for ql(x, dy) which 
could be used to obtain further detailed information about the family 
Qr(“, dY)* 
Daleckii [I] h as obtained solutions tothe Cauchy problem for 
equations ofthe form 
k F(x, t) = trace[C(x, t) D2F(x, t)] 
F(x, 0) == Q(x) 
where C(x, t) is positive d finite, andD2 refers tothe second Frechet 
derivative of F with respect to x in directions of B. However, in this 
case B is restricted o be a Hilbert space (a condition which fails in 
the case where B is Wiener space), and Q(X) is required to be second 
Frechet differentiable in directions f B. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
This section covers the basic definitions a dideas necessary tothe 
following work. Most of the material inthis ection can be found in 
Gross [8], [9]. 
Let L be a locally convex real inear space, and L* its topological 
dual space. A weak distribution on L is defined to be an equivalence 
class of linear maps F from L * to the space of real-valued random 
variables over a probability space (Q, p) (depending onF). Two such 
maps Fl , F, are equivalent if, for any finite s t of vectors y1 ,..., yn 
in L*, the joint distribution of F,(yl),...,F,(y,) in R” isthe same 
for i = 1 or 2. A cylinder set in L is a set S of the form 
s -= lx E4((Yl 3 x),.-1 cm, x>) E B) 
where y1 ,..., y,, are in L* and B is a Bore1 set in Rn. If K is any finite 
dimensional subspace of L* containing y1,..., y,, then S is said to be 
based on K. Let W be the ring of cylinder sets in L, and P” the 
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u-ring of cylinder sets based on a fixed K. A cylinder set measure p
on L is a real-valued non-negative finitely additive s t function on .9 
which is countably additive on each PK and satisfies p(L) = 1. 
Given a weak distribution F L, we can define an associated cylinder 
set measure with the property that, for any finite subset yr ,..., ym 
of L*, the random variables F(yl),..., F(y ) on Q have the same joint 
distribution as yr ,..., yn have when considered asrandom variables 
over (L, 9, ,u). The converse of this assertion may also be established; 
hence the two concepts-weak distribution and cylinder set measure- 
are equivalent. 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with norm / * 1, and identify 
H with H* in the usual way. The particular weak distribution with 
which we will be concerned is the canonical normal distribution on 
H with variance parameter t. This distribution, n, , is uniquely 
determined by the condition that for any x in H, nl(x) is normally 
distributed with mean zero and variance t] x 12. It follows that n, 
takes orthogonal vectors in H into independent random variables. 
A cylinder set S in H can be written in the form S = P-l(E), where P 
is a finite dimensional projection on H and E is a Bore1 set in the 
range of P. The cylinder set measure associated with n, is called 
Gauss measure, and is given on S by 
vt(S) = (274~*I2 1,exp[- ] x ]“/2t] dx 
where n is the dimension of the range of P. 
A tame function on H is, a function of the form f(x) = $(fx), 
where P is a finite dimensional projection. on H and 4 is a complex- 
valued Baire function on the range of P. If F is a representative of n,, 
and if yr ,...,yn isan orthonormal basis for the range of P, then 
J = W(Yl)YV F(Y?J) is a random variable onIR. j depends only on 
f and on F, and is independent ofthe particular representation off 
in terms of 4 and y1 ,...,yn . Moreover, the distribution of j, the 
integrability of j,and the convergence inprobability or in LP ,of 
sequences { jJ are easily seen to depend only on n, , and not on the 
choice of its representative F. 
The mapf-+jf rom the algebra of tame functions on H to the 
algebra of random variables on Q is a homomorphism, and becomes 
an isomorphism on restricting f to the subalgebra ofcontinuous tame 
functions. This isomorphism may be extended to a larger class of 
continuous functions on H in a manner which may be found in 
Gross [6l, and which we shall now describe. 
A semi-norm I] .I] on H is called a measurable s mi-norm if for each 
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E > 0 there xists a finite dimensional projection P, such that for the 
tame function 11Px 11 we have 
prob(ll PxII* > l )< E 
whenever P is a finite dimensional projection orthogonal to P,, .Here 
prob (3 > 1 f E reers to the distribution of the random variable 5 It 
follows that a positive multiple ofa measurable s mi-norm is a 
measurable semi-norm, asis also the sum of two measurable semi- 
norms. If A is a non-negative trace class operator n H, then 
II xII,, = (Ax> 4 * is easily seen to be a measurable semi-norm. 
Theorem 1 of [6] states that for ameasurable semi-norm 11* /I, the 
net 11 Px IIN of tame functions converges in probability as P approaches 
I through the directed set 9 of finite dimensional projections on H. 
We call the limit random variable 11 xII-. 
Let H, denote H with the topology determined by the measurable 
semi-norms. A function f on H is called uniformly continuous near 
zero in H, (u.c.n. 0 in H,) if there exists a equence I/*11% of measurable 
semi-norms such that I/ *11,” converges tozero in probability while f
is uniformly continuous with respect tothe topology ofH, on the 
unit sphere of each 11 */In .
Theorem 2 of [6] states that, for a complex-valued function f 
which is u.c.n. 0 in H, , the net f (Px)- of tame functions converges 
in probability as P approaches I through 9. If 3 denotes the limit 
random variable, then by Corollary 5.5 of [6], 3 = 0 a.e. if and only 
if is identically equal to zero n H. 
We will further restrict ourattention t  a particular probability 
space (Q, pr) associated with 7tt . This space is obtained inthe manner 
described below. 
Henceforth 11 .11 will denote aparticular measurable norm on H. It 
follows from the definition of measurable norm that II xII < const.1 x 1 
for all x in H. Let B be the completion of H with respect toII *11. 
B is a real separable Banach space, and, moreover, any real separable 
Banach space can be obtained from H in this manner. Let i be the 
natural injection of H into B, and i the embedding (by restriction) 
of B* into H*. Note that iandj are continuous, andthat B* is dense 
in H*, since B* separates points of H. We will identify H with iH 
and B* with jB *. The triple (H, B, i) is called anabstract Wiener 
space. 
Gauss measure v1 on H induces a cylinder set measure pt on B 
defined by
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for all finite subsets yi ,..., ym of B* and Bore1 sets E 2 R”. pt is 
countably additive on the ring of tame sets of B, and thus has a 
unique countably additive extension p,to the Bore1 field Y of B. 
Moreover, the identity map on B*, regarded as a densely defined map 
of H* into random variables over (B, y,p,) extends uniquely to a 
representative of n,. p, is called Wiener measure on B with variance 
parameter t. For x E B, t > 0 we define p,(x, A) = p,(A - x) for 
each A in Y. For s, t > O,p,(x *) andp,(y, *) are equivalent measures 
if and only if s = t and x - y belongs to H. Otherwise they are 
mutually singular. 
We will assume that 11 y II- is in Lp(p,(dy)) for all 1 < p < co 
and for all t> 0. This does not appear to be a serious restriction, 
since it is satisfied by all of the measurable norms which are presently 
known. 
Let W be a Banach space, whose norm we will denote by 1 + lx, 
omitting the subscript when it is clear that he W-norm is meant. Iffis 
a W-valued function defined in a neighborhood fa point xof B, then 
the Frechet derivative off at x is that (unique) element y GL(B, W) 
which satisfies / f(x + x’) - f(x) - y(x)‘1 = o(lj x’11) for small 
x’ E B. (L(B, W) is the space of bounded linear operators from B to W.) 
We will say that f is B-differentiable at x if such a y exists, and will 
write y = D)(x). We may also regard fas a function g defined in a 
neighborhood fthe origin of H by restricting f tothe coset x + H 
of B and defining g(h) = f(x + h). The Frechet derivative of g at 0 
is that element zofL(H, W) which satisfies If(x + h) -f(x) - z(h)/ =
o( I h I) for small hE H. We will say that f is H-differentiable t x if 
such a z exists, and will write z = f ‘(x). Since the H-norm is stronger 
than the B-norm, L(B, W) may be regarded as a subset of L(H, W). 
Thus if  is B-differentiable at x then f is H-differentiable at x. 
If X E L(H, H) then X is said to be trace class if trace (X*X)* < co. 
The trace class operators onH form a Banach space under the norm 
j X lIr = trace (X*X)+. Viewing H C B and B* C H* = H, the 
restriction of an operator Y in L(B, B*) to H gives rise to an element 
Y/H of L(H, H). By Corollary 5 of [S] the symmetric part of Y/H 
is trace class. The subspace of L(B, B*) consisting of those Y such 
that Y/H is symmetric is closed, since the L(H, H) norm of Y/H is 
dominated by i Y/H iI,, . It is a consequence of the closed graph 
theorem that / Y/H If,. isdominated by the L(B, B*) norm of Y. 
If f is a real-valued function on B, then, letting D”f(x) and f”(x) 
denote the second B- and H-derivatives r pectively of fat x, we 
have D”f(x) EL(B, B*). Restricting to H, Pf(x)/H = f”(x), where 
f"(x) is a symmetric member of L(H, H) and therefore trace class. 
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However, iff is only twice H-differentiable at x, then the most we can 
say aboutf”(x) isthat it belongs to L(H, H). 
We will continue to use D and ’ to denote B- and H-derivatives 
respectively, and will interpret 11Df(x)jI and If’(x)1 asthe L(B, W) 
and L(H, IV) norms respectively. 
If f is a W-valued function defined in a neighborhood fa point x
of B, then f will be said to be B-continuous atx if  is continuous atx 
in the norm topology for B. f will be called H-continuous at x if 
g(h) = f(x + A) (h E H) is continuous at0 in the norm topology for H. 
It is obvious that B-continuity implies H-continuity. f will be called 
B-Lip 01 if there is a constant K such that If(x) -f (x’)] < K/l x - x’ I/a 
for all x, x’ E B. f will be called H-Lip 01 if there is a constant K such 
that 1 f (x + h) -f (x)1 < KI h la for all xE B, h E H. Note that if f 
is B-Lip o( then f is H-Lip 01. 
III. BACKGROUND 
The fundamental solution of the parabolic equation in Iin was 
developed by Feller [4] f or 7t = 1, and this method was extended by 
Dressel ([2], [3]) to g eneral 12 and by It6 [IO] to a differentiable 
manifold. Yosida [I21 considered the case of a Riemannian space, but 
by a different approach. 
We follow the approach of Feller-Dressel-It8, whichis briefly 
sketched as follows: 
Let 
L,#,U = 2 qj a2u - au 
id=1 axi axj at 9 
where u = U(X, t), aij = ~ij(X) (X E: R”, 0 < t < to). Under suitable 
smoothness conditions on A(x) (S {Q(X)}), we construct an initial 
approximation 2(x, y, t) to the fundamental solution r(x, y, t) of the 
equation L,*,u = 0, given by 
2(x, y, t) = (4nt)+12 exp[- (A-l(x)(x - y), x-y)/4t] l det[A(y)]-1’2. (1) 
We look for r in the form 
r&Y, t) = z(% y, t) + s: j-,. 2(x, 2, t - s)f(z, y s) dz ds (2) 
for a sufficiently smooth function f. 
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Since r is required to satisfy LJ = 0, we apply L,,, to each side 
of (2), obtaining 
0 = LZ f J‘: jRnL.J@, x9 t - s>f(z,Y, 4 dz ds -f(%Y, 4. (3) 
This integral equation is then solved for f by iteration, a dfinally f 
is shown to satisfy the smoothness conditions necessary tothe deriva- 
tion of (3). 
IV. OBJECTIVE 
Let A(x) = I - B( x ), w h ere B( * ) is a map from B to the space 
of symmetric trace class operators on 11. If f (x, t) is a real-valued 
measurable function B x (0, co) we define 
L,.tf(x, t) = traceiY(x)f”(x, t)] - :.0x, t) (0 < t < 00) (4) 
whenever the right hand side xists. We will say that he right hand 
side exists when a/at(f(x, t)and f”(~, t) exist and [A(x) f"(x, t)] is 
trace class. When no danger of confusion arises, we will omit the 
subscripts on L. Under certain restrictions on the “coefficients” A(x), 
which we will enumerate in the next section, we will construct a 
family of measures Q1(x, dy) ( x E B, 0 < t < co) on (B, 9”) which 
satisfy 
a-1) -wBf (YMX7 dY)l = 0 (0 < t < co) 
a-2) limt4 Ssf(Y)c7r(% dY) =f(4 (uniformly inX) 
for all bounded B-Lip 1 functions f. We will call such a family of 
measures afundamental solution fLf = 0. 
V. HYPOTHESES ON THE COEFFICIENTS 
Since A(x) = I - B(x), we will write our hypotheses interms of 
B(x). The following five conditions are sufficient, but by no means 
necessary, forthe validity ofour construction of Q~(x, dy). 
b-l) x + B(x) is a bounded B-Lip 1 function from B to sym- 
metric trace class operators onH. 
b-2) There exists E > 0 such that B(x) < (1 - E)I for all xE B. 
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b-3) There exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator 
E on H and a family of operators B,(x) EL(H, H) such that 
for all x E B, B(x) = EB,(x)E and 1 B,(x)\ < 1. (Here 
1 B,,(x)1 refers to the operator norm of B,(x) as an element 
of L(H, H).) 
b-4) PB,(x) exists and is B-Lip 1 as a function of x. 
b-5) II W,(x)ll, II ~24,(x)ll are uniformly bounded for all xE B. 
Remarks (1) We note that b-l) can be deduced from b-3), b-4) and 
b-5). 
(2) Instead of b-3) we could have imposed the seemingly weaker 
assumption that here xist symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operators 
El , E2 on H such that I(W) yI , rJl < I EIrI * I %Y, I for all 
yr , ys E H and for all xE B. However, setting E = (El2 + Eg2)+ and 
using the facts that El2 < E2, E22 < E2, we find that B(x) satisfies 
l(B(x)y, , 2)/ < 1 Eyl I * 1 Ey2 I. Now, by Lemma 4.2 of [5], there 
exists a (unique) family of operators B,(x) EL(H, H) such that 
I &(x)1 < 1, B(x) = EB&)E, @[B,(x)] CJt’[W, and J+‘I&,(x)]~ W(W 
where M[E] and W[F] d enote the nullspace of E and range of F 
respectively. 
Define C(X) = [A(x)]-l  I = [I - B(x)]-lB(x). C(x) is a sym- 
metric trace class operator for each X, and 
c-l) x -+ C(X) is a bounded B-Lip 1 function from B to trace 
class operators onH. 
We will show that C(X) satisfies 
c-2) There exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator 
F on H and a family of operators C,(x) EL(H, H) such that 
for all xE B, C(X) = FC,,(x)F and1 C’,(x)/ < 1. 
The following derivation of c-2) is due to Leonard Gross. Let P be 
a finite dimensional projection on H and set Q = I - P. 
Write I- B(x) = I - PB(x)P - QB(x)P - PB(x)Q - QB(x)Q. We 
can choose P to satisfy 
(i) PE = EP 
(ii) IQB(x)P + PB(x)Q + QWQ I Q (1 - 4~. 
Factoring out [I - PB(x)P], we obtain 
I - B(x) = [I - F%(x) P][I - D(x)] 
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where 
W) = [I -PW) PI-’ [QW f’ +PWQ + QWQI. 
D(x) is symmetric and 1 D / < I - E. Moreover for all yl, yz E H 
and x E B 
I(w4Yl > Y&l 
= I(CZ - PW PI-’ E[QBoW P+ PBoW Q + QBoW 81 KY, 9ra)l 
~3/~Y,l~I~~~--~(~)~l-1Y,I. 
To estimate the last term, we write 
1 E[Z - PB(x) PI-’ yz 12 
= / E[Z - PI?(x) PI-’ Py, + E[Z - PI?(x) PI-’ Qy2 I2 
= I E[Z - PW) PI-’ Py, I2 + I EQys la 
< I E I2 c2 I PY, I2 + I EQY, I2 
= I 4~2 I’, 
say, where E, = 1 E Ic-lP + EQ. El is a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt 
class operator. It now follows from Lemma 4.2 of [5] that we may 
write D(x) = E,D,(x)E, , where 1 D,(x)1 < 1. Then 
[Z - D(x)]-1 = z+ f2 f [D(x)]i 
2-l 
= Z + El Do(x) + In-g i Do(x) EJW$li W,(x) 4 
I a=0 I 
= Z + W,(x) 4 , say, where 1 D,(x)/ < 1 + 1 El I2 c-l. 
Returning toC(x), we have 
NW Yl 9 Y& = I(V - w)l-l [I -fw) PI” WY1 9 Yd 
G I@,(4 EY, 9 W - PW PY,)I 
+ I(%4 -W - PW PI-’ EBoW EY, , E,y,)l 
d I EY, I - I -~-GY, I + [I + I 4 I2 414 I c-l IE I * I EY, I . I -f&r2 I 
G I KEY, I . I Elrz I 
where a = 1 + [l + / El I”&] . 1 El /&I E I. c-2) now follows by
the argument following b-5). 
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Using the formula 
D([I - B(x)]-‘) z = [I - B(x)]-1 m(x) z[I - B(x)]-1, 
we can show that / DC(x)xy, , ya)l < 1 Fy, 1 * 1 F’s 1 . 11 x11 and 
IP2CW~~2~l,~2)I < I FY, I- I Fy2 I* II x1 II *II x2 II (for all x7 z, x1, +EB 
and y1 , y2 E H). We will indicate the derivation f rDC(x); that for 
PC(x) is analogous. 
Writing DC(x)x = [I - B(x)]-~DB(x)z[~ - B(x)]-l, we obtain 
NW4 KY1 9 Y2)l < I m(4 2 1 * I -v - Jwl-lYl I *I ELI .- w$l-ly, I*
E[I -B(x)]-1 = E[I - D(x)]-1 [I P&c) PI- 
= E[I -m(x) q-1 + EE,D,(x) E1[l -m(x) PI-’ 
and 1 E[I - PB(x) PI-ly j< / E,y 12. It follows that 
Iw(~)~Y1>Y2)l ~.~F,Y,I~l~,Y,I~/I~II~ 
where F1 is a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt class operator. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that F1 = F. 
The argument of Remark (2) fo 11 owing b-5) now shows that we may 
define operators C1(x, z), C,(X, z1 , x2) belonging toL(H, H) such 
that DC(x)z = FC,(x, x) F and D2C(x) xlz2 = FC,(x, x1 , z2) F, 
where I C@, 41 < II zII and I C,(x, z1 , z2>l < II z1 II *II x2 II for all 
X, a, z1 , zs E B. Since C,(x, z) and C,(x, x1 , x2) are linear inz, x1 , 
and x2, we may define C,(X) z = Cr(x, z) andC,(x) lxz = C,(x, zl, x2) 
where C,(x) EL(B + L(H, H)) and C,(X) E L(B --f L(B -+ L(H, Ii))). 
It is easy to see that he operator norms II C,(x)]l and I] C,(x)/1 are 
bounded by 1. Thus we have 
c-3) There exist families of operators C,(x) EL(B -tL(H, H)) 
and C,(x) EL(B -+L(B -+L(H, H))) such that for all 
X, z, x1 , xa E B, DC(x) z = FC,(x) XF and D%‘(X) x,zs =
FC2(4 zs2F where II Cd4ll~ II G(x)lI d 1. 
Note that C,(x) zlz2 = C,(x) z2zl for all X, z1 , xs E B. C(x) and its 
derivatives alsoatisfy 
c-4) There xists a constant c such that for all x1, x2, x, x1, x2 E B 
and y1 , y2 c H 
l(P%> - ‘+,)I YI >rz>l G c II XI- +a II *I FY, I . I FY, I 
lWCb$ - W&l 2~1, rzl Gc II XI - ~2 II *II zII .I FY, I . I FY, I
IWW~) - ~“CWI ZAYI 9rz)l < c II XI- ~2 II *II ~1 II *II ~2 II *I FY, I * I FY, I 
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To establish t e first inequality, we write C(x) = [I - B(x)]-l - I. 
Then 
C(x,) - C(x,) = [I - B(q)]-1 - [I - B(x,)]-1 
= [I - B(x,)]-1 [I - B(x,)][I - B(x,)]-1 
- [I - B(x,)]-1 [I - B(x,)][I - B(x,)]-1 
= [I -w41-1 mm) - 43w1 ELI -%)Y 
and it follows that 
IWM - w%?)l YlPY2)I G I Wl) - &(~2)l * I% I * lFY2 I 
< c II ~1 - ~2 II *IO, I . I FY, I . 
The remaining inequalities follow on writing 
DC(x) z = [I - B(x)]-1 m(x) z[I - B(x)]-1 
DT(x) ZIZe = [DC(x) z2][DB(x) zJ[I - B(x)]-1 
+ [I - B(x)]-1 [PB(x) zlzJII - B(x)]-1 
+ P - qw p(x) %l[~W) +l 
and noting that each of the terms on the right hand sides of these 
equalities s uniformly bounded in norm and satisfies a Lip 1 condition 
in the variable x.
Example Let B be the space of real continuous functions on[0, I] 
which vanish at zero (Wiener space) and let H be that subset of 
Wiener space consisting of the absolutely continuous functions inB 
which have square integrable first derivatives. The inner product on H 
is given by (x, y) = J’ x’(t) y’(t) dt, wh ere ’ denotes the first derivative 
with respect tot. B rniy be viewed as the completion fH with respect 
to the sup norm. Let g(u, o, w) be a real-valued function defined for 
u E R”, 0 < V, w < 1, satisfying 
(i) Au, 1, w) = 0 (u E R”, 0 < w < 1). 
(ii) g(u, V, w) is continuously differentiable s a function of o, 
for each u and w. 
(iii) g,,(u, V w) eL2[(0, 1) x (0, l)] for each u E R”, with uni- 
formly bounded L2-norm. 
(iv) gJu, V, w) is twice differentiable with respect toU, the second 
u-derivative is Lip 1 as a function fU, and both u-derivatives 
have uniformly bounded L2[(0, 1) x (0, I)]-norm. 
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(v) The integral operator G(u) on P(O, 1) given by 
is non-negative forach uE Rn. 
Let t, ,..., t, be n specified points of[0, I]. Define 
P(41 r(t) = I:, 1: &(h),..., 4&J0, 4 Y(W) dw du 
for al! x, y E B. Identifying L2(0, 1) with H by the mapping 
h -+ J, h(v) dv, we see that he action f B(x) on L2(0, 1) is given by 




t o&t4~l)Y.. x(tn), w w) jwf(z) dz dw dw. 
0 
The operator K : L2(0, 1) +L2(0, 1) defined byKf(t) = jif(w) dw 
differs from a symmetric operator by a unitary operator1 U- i.e. 
(UK)* = UK. But (UK)* = K*U*, where K*f(t) = J,f(w) dw. 
If B,(x) E UG(x)* U and E = UK, we see that B(x) = JIB,(x) E.
Upon normalization of B,,(x), itfollows from (i)-(v) that B(x) satisfies 
b-1)-b-5). 
VI. STATEMENT OF THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. Assume 11 -/I is in D( p,) for all 1 < p < CO, and that 
A(x) = I - B(x) where B(x) satisfies b-1)-b-5). Then there xists a 
family of measures ql(x, dy) (0 < t < CO, x E B) such that if 
q1 f(x) = JB f( y) q&, dy) then for each bounded B-Lip 1 function f 
d-1) qtf( ) dff t bl x is i eren iu e with respect tot, twice Frechet differ- 
entiable with respect toxin directions of H,and [A(x)(q,f)“(x)] 
is truce class. 
d-2) tWt)qtfW = trMA(x)(q,f YWI. 
d-3) liml+, qrf (x) = f (x) zmtfmrnly inx. 
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VII. A MEASURABILITY LEMMA 
In the work that follows, we will often be concerned whether a 
function defined on H gives rise to a measurable function on B. 
Lemma 1 gives ufficient conditions for afunction tobe u.c.n. 0 in H,,, . 
Let H(N) = H x H x *.. x H (Ntimes). 
LEMMA 1. Let f(yl ,..., yN): HfN) -+ C be linear in each yi . 
If If(yl ~~~~yyN)I d c1 y1 I1 ’ / yZ 12 ’“’ ’ 1 yN IN where I ’ Ii is a 
measurable semi-norm onH (i = l,..., N)  then G(y) = f(y, y,..., y) 
is u.c.n. 0 in H, . 
Proof. Define /I y j/12 = n-l XL1 1 y Ii .Then Ij *lllz isa measurable 
semi-norm for each n = 1,2,..., and 11 y 11,” converges to zero in 
probability (with respect toeachp,(u’y) (t > 0)). Let S, = {y/lIy/l, < 1) 
It suffices to show that for each n, given E > 0, there xists &(n, E) 
such that y, z E S, , II y - z 11% < 8(n, C) * / G(y) - G(x)1 < c. Now 
I G(y) - G(z)1 = lf(r - z,Y,-,Y) 
Let S(n, E) = E/(&W). Then since y E S, * 1 y ji < n and 
IIy - zjlm < s(n, l) 3 I y - z Ii < n - 8(n, l ), we conclude that 
I G(Y) - GM < c[n .a@, ~1 - nN-1 + n * n .8(n, e)-TIN--2 + *** 
+ e-1 * n * qn, c)] 
= cNn%(n, E)
Fix x E B, K, h E H. Some examples of functions occurring inthe 
next section which satisfy the hypotheses ofLemma 1 are 
(9 I(C(X)Y~ , ~11 < I G(4l - I Fyi I - I FY, I. 
(ii) l(C’(x) hyI,YJI < I G(4 h I - I Fyi I * I FY, I. 
(iii) KC”(x) khyl ,rd G I G(x) kh I - I Fyi I - I FY, I. 
580/3/1-7 
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VIII. THE INITIAL MEASURES M,(x, u’y) 
Consider the family of measures m,(x, dy) (t > 0, x E B) given by 
4x, dr> = exp[- (W(x - Y), x- N4tl” P& dr> (5) 
where the exponential term is regarded as the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of ml(x, *) with respect toP,~(x, * ). We must check that for 
each x the exponential term defines a measurable function B. Since 
a translate by x E B of a measurable function ismeasurable, itsuffices 
to show that exp[-(C(x) y, y)/4t] g ives rise to a measurable function, 
where the convergence ofthe associated ame functions inprobability 
is with respect to p,,(dy). By Lemma 1 (C(X) y, y)/4t is u.c.n.0 in 
23, , and since xp composed with a measurable function ismeasurable 
the result follows. By making the change of variables y --+ x + y and 
diagonalizing C(X), a straightforward c lculation verifies that 
s m,(x, dy) = det[(l + C(X))-~/~] = [det A(x)]~‘~. (6) B 
Thus the exponential term is in L1 with respect to pZl(x, * ), and so 
defines a Radon-Nikodym derivative. Since lj B(x)]/,, is uniformly 
bounded, and A(x) > ~1, [det A(x)] is bounded and bounded away 
from zero for all xE B (Lemma 4.1 of [5]). The proof of this lemma 
also shows that if x -+ C(X) is B-Lip 1 as a map from B to trace 
class operators onH, then the map x + [det A(x)] is B-Lip 1. 
REMARK. The following correction tothe proof of Lemma 4.1 
of [5] is necessary inorder to see that x 4 [det A(x)] is B-Lip 1. 
Replace that portion of the proof of Lemma 4.1 which is on p. 417 by 
the following; 
From the identity 
(I + tC)-1 - (I + K-&l = -t(Z + tCo)-1 (C- C,)(Z + q-1 
we obtain 
C(Z + tC)-1 - C,(Z + tC&1 
= (C - C,)(Z + tC)-1 - tqz + tC&’ (C - C,)(Z + tC)-1. 
It follows that if C,, and C are in a bounded subset S of a, then 
II log(Z + C) - log(Z + G)lll < a-l II c- co III + cc2 {;us II G II>11 c - GJ II, . 
0 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Let supzEEB / B(x)/ 6 b. Then 
I + C(x) = [A(x)]-1 = [I - B(x)]-1 > r/(1 + b). 
For h > 0, I + C(x) + XC(x) > 1/(1 + b) - h * SUP&~ 1 C(x)\ *I. 
But 1 C(x)1 < 1 B(x)1 *I [I - B(x)]-l 1 < b/E, and so 
I + (I + A) c(x) > [l/(1 + 4- WI 1. 
Since, for h < E/b( 1 + b), I[1 + (1 + A) C(x)]-l 1 is uniformly 
bounded for all xE B, it follows from (6) that 
exp[-- (CC+ -Y), x -39/4tl EU+YP&, * I), 
with uniformly bounded L1+A-norm. 
For the following proposition, letK be a constant satisfying 
e-1) IIY II2 I FY I ,< Kl Y I for all y E H. 
e-2) IUW + Y) - WIY, Y YAI < Ki Y I . I & I - IQ, I, 
e-3) I(EC’(x + Y)- C’(~IY~Y~ ,y3)/ < WY I * Iyl I* IQ2 I * IQ3 I, 
e-4) l([C”(x+~)- C”WIY~Y~Y~,Y~)I ~lyl~ y,I~Iy,l~I~y,l~I~y,I 
In the proof of this proposition, wheneverf (y) is a function defined 
for all y E H which is u.c.n.0 in H, , we will write Jsf(y)~~(u’y) 
instead of J,j( y) pt(dy). Ingeneral, we will omit the - whenever it 
is obvious that he corresponding random variable isintended. Define 
hfM = jBf(Y) 4% dY) (7) 
for all bounded measurable f. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be a bounded measurable function B. Then 
for $xed t > 0, the function x -+ (mtf )(x) is twice H-differentiable on 
B with Jirst and second derivatives given by 
(hf) (4 4 = (4Y j,f(x + Y) * I- (C’(x) hy, r> 
+ W4kW k r)l *ed- (CC4 y, Wtl * P&!Y) (8) 
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t(Q)” (4 4 h) = - (4T j,f@ + Y) - WY4 kky, Y) - 2(C’@) kk, y) 
- 2(C'@) &Y) + 2&4@)1-'~, 4 + W’W~Y,Y) 
- 2(L4(41-1 h, Y)l * (4F - [- tw9 ky,Y) 
+ W4(~t1 k, r)l> *exp[- (C(x) Y, y)/4d *P&Y) (9) 
where h, k E H. 
Proof. Let 
G(x) = (mt.f>W 
= s J(x + Y) * w[- (C(x) y, ~)/4tl * MW. (10) 
Since, by Theorem 3 of [II], p,,(x + h, dy) (h E H) is mutually 
absolutely continuous with respect to p,,(x, u’y), itfollows that for all 
hEH 
G(x + h) = s,fO * exp[-(C(x + h)(x - y + A), x- y + h)/4tl 
* P,t@ + k dY> 
= I BftX + Y) m Y> P&Y) 
where, for y E H, 
J(k, y) = exp{[2(h y)- I h I2 - (C(x + h)CY - A), Y - h)1/4+ (11) 
Then, for y E H, 
g J(sk, y)= (4t)-1 [2(h, y)- 2s I k 12 - (C’(x + Sk) k(y - Sk), y - 4 
+ 2(C(x + Sk) h, Y - sh)l *J(sJh Y). (12) 
Thus 
1 Gtx + 4- G(x) - j,-ftx + Y) - ; Jtsk Y~=O . P&Y)~ 
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Let R represent a general constant, depending on ljfllrn andon t, and 
independent ofh and X. We may restrict ourconsideration to ( h 1 < 1. 
rib9 (i = 192, 3) will denote functions in Lp(psl( * )) for all 
1 < p < co. An example of such a function is a polynomial in 
variables ofthe form 1 y I;;, where 1 . I,, is a measurable semi-norm 
given by a trace class operator nH. We make the following estimates: 
< (4t)-1 1 -2s 1 h 12 - (C’(x + sh) h(y - sh), y - sh) + (C’(x) hy, y) 
+ 2(C(x + 4 h, Y - 4 - 2(W h, Y)l * .I(& Y) + (4V I 2@, Y) 




+ 21-c I h I . I FY II -I J(& Y) - J(%r)l 
~~I~12Y~(Y)~J(~~~Y)+~I~I~Y2(Y)‘I~(~~~Y)-~(~~Y)I~ 
(Note that although ya(y) involves a term of the form l(h/l h 1, J$, 
it does not depend on h, since 
is independent ofh.) 
I n(r) JW Y) P2tPY) B 
= s B n(r + 4 - exp[--(W + 4y, ~)/4tl *P&Y) 
G II Yl(Y + ~~)lI(I,A,,A Is  exp[-((1 + 4 C(x + sh)~,y)/4tl 
* p2,(dy)11’(1+A) 
= II YLY + ~~)llt,+A)~A &W + (1 + A) C(x + ~h)]-l’~}l’(l+~) < R, 
since 
Iln( Y+ 4ll(I,A),A 
= 
II n(r) 
u+A)hs * exp[[2(y, sh)- I sh 12]/4t] .p2,(dy)/“‘1+n’ 
G II ~la(Y)l12h+Arih IJ B exp[P(y, 4 - I S/J 121/2fl . p2t(49/A’2’1+A’ 
<R (O<s<l, Ihl <I). 
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Similarly we find that 
I Y*(Y) * ! Iv&Y) -- l(O,Y)l *P*ddY) B 
= j, y2(y) .I j: $ ~(~h, y) dy ) . P,,(~Y) 
R . 
< JJ Y*(Y) . 0 B j; I(% ~11 * P&y) dr 
<RIhI 
We conclude that 
i $ I(& y) - $ J(sh, y),s-o / = (, h !). 
Hence using the identity I + C(x) = [A(x)]+, 
V%, h) = j,/(x -- Y) * & IW, y),s-o * p,,(4) 
:-= right hand side of 8) 
= --(4t)-' jBf(~)NC1(X)h(X -Y),x -y) + 2([&)1-'h,r -y)] 
. CXP[-(‘+)(~ - Y), r- y)/4tl . P,@, dy). 
For the second order derivative, w  let k E H and restrict our 
attention to1 k I < 1. When I? is used, it will be independent of k. 
Then 
(‘TX + 4 h) 
= -(4t)-’ j,fb) . [(C’(x + h) h(x - y T k), x - y + k) 
+ 2([4x + A)]-’ h, x - y + 41 
* exp[-(C(x + k)(x --- y + k), x - Y + k)/411 * p,t(x -tk dy) 
_- -(4V' j,rc x+y).[(C'(x+k)h(y-k),y-k) 
- 2([A(x + 41-l h, y - k)] 
* expW(k~) - I k !* - (C(JC + WY - 4, Y - k)1/4tI *p&y). 
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For y E H, define 
j&Y) = -(4t)-’ [(C’(x + k)h(y - k),y - k) - 2([A(x + k)]-1 k,y -k)] 
.Jdk Y) -- I,@, Y) M, Y). 
‘Then 
$ /.Jsk,y) = -(4t)-’ [(C”(x + sk) kk(y - sk),y - sk) 
- 2(C’(r + sk) kk, y - sk) 
- ~(C’(X -+- sk) kk, y - sk) -I- ~([A(x + Sk)]-’ k,k)] 
- I@, y) + J,(sk, y)* ; I(sk Y)- 
< (4t)-’ ilfllP 11’ f I(C”(x -f- sk) kk(y - sk),y - sk) - (C”(X) kk,y) 
O-B 
- 2(C’(x + sk) kk, y - sk) + 2(C’(x) hk, y) - 2(C’(x + sk) kk, y - sk) 
+ 2(C’(x) kk,y) + 2(C(x -F sk) k, k) - 2(C(x) h, k)I 
. I(+ Y) . h(dy) * ds 
+ j: j, ‘(C”(x) khy, y) - 2(W) hk, y) - 2tW-4 kk y) 
+ N441-' k4 * I I(+ Y) - J(O> r)l .~zt(dy) . ds
1 
I 
4 i I(C(x + Sk) NY - Sk), Y - $4 - (C’(x) hy, Y) 
- 2;;;;~ + Sk)]-’ h,y - sk) t 2([A(x)]-’ k, y)l 
- (4t)-’  ) 2(k,y) - 2s ) k \2 
- (C’(x + sk) k(y - sk), y - sk) + 2(C(x + sk) k, y - sk)l .J(sk, y) 
-P,@Y) - o's + j: jBIKW by) - W(~)1-'~~~)l 
* 1; I(sk,y) - $ IWwh.o~~ 
= 0( Ih I) -o( Ik I). 
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Thus we obtain 
(G”(x) k, h) = j- 
B 
f(x +Y) . $ J&k y),s=o *P&Y) 
and (9) follows immediately. 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark. We note the following corrections to the statement and 
proof of the “if” part of Theorem 3 of [II]. Let the statement of
Theorem 3read: 
For any closed ensely-defined linear transformation T the 
Hilbert space 2 with dense range, the transform by T of the 
canonical normal distribution 71 on 2 is absolutely continuous with 
respect ton if and only if (T*T)+ is nonsingular andhas the form 
I + B, where B2 is an operator with absolutely convergent trace. 
In the latter vent he normal distribution w thcovariance op rator 
CA = CT* T and general mean a in X is likewise absolutely continuous 
with respect ton, with derivative expressible n case B has absolutely 
convergent trace as 
(det A)-li2 exp[-{((A-l - I)x, x) - 2(A-lx, a)+ (A-la, )}pc]. 
The proof of the “if” part of this theorem principally consists in 
demonstrating the convergence of the following finite product: 
exp( -(x - u,)~/~&c)] * [(2m~)-l/~ exp( -x2/2c)]-1}11z 
* (27r~)-‘/~ exp(-x2/2c) dx 
In the work that follows ewill use c to represent a general constant, 
which depends only on the coefficients A(x). 
Let GY be the Banach algebra ofbounded B-Lip 1 functions  B, 
with norm given by 
IlflL = ~ZJ.J If( + ~~f~4IfW -fWl < c 11 x-Y II for all x,y f We 
(13) 
Define 
r’(x) = [det A(~)]-l’~f(x) forall f~ GZ, xE B. (14) 
PROPOSITION 2. For f E@, m, f (x) is da&rent&able with respect to
t and twice Frechet differentiable with respect tox in directions f H, 
with second Frechet derivative of trace class. The operators (M, f )(x) =
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L[m,f(x)] (0 < t < co, xc B) are giwm by a family of measures 
M,(x, dy) which have the following properties: 
f-l) There is a constant Q, independent oft and x, such that 
SB I M, 1(x> 44 G Qt-“. 
f-2) The map f -+ M,f is a bounded linear operator ntS!, with 
II M,f 111 < QWf IL .
f-3) Given 0 < 6 < t, < CO, there exists a constant Q8,t,, depending 
on 6 and t, but independent off and x, such that for 6< t, 
t2 d to we have IMllf (4 - MtBf (4 < QB.~, I tl- &I * Ilf IL 
(for all f Em). 
Remark. M,(x, dy) will correspond tothe measure 2(x, y, t) + dy 
mentioned in Section III. 6 may be arbitrarily close to zero, and 1, 
arbitrarily large. 
Proof. Since x -+ B(x) is bounded and B-Lip 1 as a map from B 
to trace class operators on H, and since A(x) > ~1 for all x E B, it 
follows from the proof of Lemma 4.1 of [5] that [det A(x)]-+ belongs 
tom. ThusjE@, and we have the estimate llp& < cl1 fII1 . 
Fix x,, EB. Let D(x,,) = [,4(x,)]-*. Define fi as H with inner 
product {, } given by {a, b} = (D(x,,)a, D(x,)b). Rewrite (mtf )“(xO) = 
V,(x,) + We, where V, and W, are given by 
(at k, 12) = W-’ j,f(x, + Y) * [-{k Wk NW 
* exp[-(Cb) 3 yY4tl * P&y) 
W&J k, h) = j,fh + Y) * [-(4+’ (C”@d khy, Y) 
+ (W-l (C’(xo) hk,y) + W-’ (WG,) kh, Y) 
+ W2F1 (WG> hy, Y) * (C’h) Ity, )- (8t2F1 {h, Y> 
- (C’M b, y) - @t2F1 Ik, r> - (C’(G) hys ~11 
* exp[-(C(xJ 33 yY4tl *P2t@y). 
The A topology and the given topology for H are equivalent. Thus 
we may also regard B as the completion of fi with respect to the 
semi-norm 11 *11. We can now interpret 
as the Wiener measure on B (with variance parameter 2t) which is 
induced by Gauss measure on fl (with variance parameter 2t). 
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Then, defining a(& x,,) = J&(X,, + y)&(dy), we can compute 
{~“(~,.kJ k4 q = w-' “po +Y) . [-vb4 + vhYJvGYhw *j*t(dY) 
(15) 
where ’ denotes differentiation in k-directions (see Proposition 9 of 
[9]). By Theorem 3 of [Y], for f Ead, 2a/Zt exists, z”exists and is 
trace class, and %/at I= traceh[r;“(l, x0)]where the trace and second 
Frechet derivative ar taken with respect toI?. 
From the definition of V, and the calculation of v”, we have 
( V,(X,) k, h) = {a”(& x,,) k, h} for all k, h E H. Thus V,(X,) =
[&,)l-‘q4 x0), and so ~“‘(t, x0)= A(x,J V,(x,). Since m,f(x,,) = 
v(t, x0) for all t, it follows that for f Ead and for all xE B, 2/2t[m,f(x)] 
and trace( [A(x)][ VI(x)]) exist and 
g hf(41 = trace([A(w)l[V1(x)l). (16)
Now write A(x,)y = CT=r hj(y, ej)ej , where {ej} (j = 1, 2,...) is
an orthonormal basis for II. Note that A(x,)ej = Ajej is equivalent 
to D(x,)ej = hj-+ej . For y E H, we will write yj for (y, ej). Then, 
proceeding formally, we interchange trace and integral toobtain 
trace[-~(x,)l[W1(~~)1 
= ptl+ Y) . [ trace[d(xo)][--(4r)-’ 
. (C”(x,)(.)(.) y, y) + t-‘(C’(xd*)(-), y) + (16t?)--’ 
. (C’(%)(‘) Y1 Y) 0 (~‘(%)(*)YY Y)l - (4W’ 5 Pjej 3Yl 
j-1 
* (C’(%) %Y, Y )] - e~p[-(C(~d~~39/4~1 *P&y). (17) 
But 
C {+G I Yl ’ (C’(%) ejY* Y) 
j= 1
(18) 
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Replacing f by f in the definitions f I’, and W, , equations (16)-( 18) 
lead to 
wm = j/C” + Y) * 1 ~ra4+)l[-~W (O~(~)(->Y,Y) 
+ t-‘(W)(-)(-1,~) + (16tY (C’W(*)r,r) 0 (C’M*)Y,Y)I 
- (4~)~l (C’(~>YY, ~11” -exp[-(C(x) 3s y)/4fl” *P&y) 
= 
s 
Bf(y) .[det ~I(y)]-l’~ {trace[A(x)] 
- [-(4V (C”W(*)(*)(x - Y>T-Y) 
- @(C(x)(.)(-), x - y)+ (16W’ (C(x)(*)(x - y), x - y) 
0 (c’w(*>(~ - Y), 3- YI 
+ (4Y (C(x)@ - y)(x -Y), x -Y))” 
* w[-(W(x - 19,x - y)/4W *P&, dy) (19) 
In order to show that the operator M, is given by a measure 
M,(x, dy) which is absolutely continuous with respect to pzl(x, dy), 
we must show that the candidate for its Radon-Nikodym derivative 
given in (19) is in Ll(p,,(x, * )). Th is calculation will also verify that 
Fubini’s Theorem applies in the case where we interchanged trace 
and integral to obtain (17). Making the change of variables 
(x - y)/(W - y, and using the facts that for X, Y EL(H, H), 
I xy ltr G I x I * I y IIr when Y is trace class, and that both j A( * )I 
and [det A( * )] +are bounded, we see that 
j, I Mt I(? dY) d ce2 jg{l(C.(X)(.)(.)Y,Y)ltr + I(CW(*)(.),Y)ltr 
+ I(c’@)(*)Y,Y) 0 (w)(*)Y~Yhr 
+ I(~(“4YY~Y)l~” 
* exp[-(Wy, YIPI” *Pddy). 
We will show that he expression within {} is dominated by a function 
which is in P(p,) for all 1 < p < CO. (C”(x)( . )( * ) y, y) is the 
restriction to H of ([PC](x)( * )( * ) y, y), which is a symmetric mem- 
ber of L(B, B*). Thus (C”(x)( . )( * ) y, y) is trace class and 
I(CW( * )( * > Y7 Y)l& G 4l(G(4( * )( - WY>, FYhB.B’) G Cl FY 12* 
(C’(x)( * )( * ), y) = (C,(x)( * )F( * ), Fy) is trace class if for some 
orthonormal basis {ei}i=1,2,. . . of H, Cizl IC,(x) ei(Fei)12 < co. Let 
{ei}i=,,, , .be such that Fy = Ci”=i hi(y, e,)ei . Then 
f I C,(x) ei(Fei)12 = 5 I Ai I2 IC,(x) eiei j < c 2 l Ai I2 < c 
i=l i=l i=l 
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since F is a Hilbert-Schmidt class operator. Thus we have 
I(C’(x)( * )( * ), y)il, < c/ Fy /. Since (C’(x)( * )y, y) is a bounded 
linear operator nH, with norm < cl Fy 12, it may be identified with an 
elementzEH.ButIx@zI,,= Iz12,andso 
l(w4(-)y,y) 0 (w4(->Y,Y)ltr < cIQ I4 -
Finally, I(W) YY, y)l = I(W) y(Fy),Fy)l f IIY II *I FY 12, and so 
we conclude that here xists a c such that 
i 
1 I& 1(x, fly) < ct-“2. w-9 
fl 
We now show that M, is a bounded linear operator nC71. From (19) 
we obtain 
WC4 = pJ + 6) ’ g(x, y* v * exp[-(Wx3Wl" -AVr) (21) 
where,forxEB,yEH,O <t <to 
Ax, 35 4= trace[A(x)l[-(3)(C”(x)(.)(.)~, 34 + WY  
* fC’M-X*)7 Y) + ca, *(w)(*)Y, Y) 0 (w)(*)YY 391 
- (2t)-1’2 (@(X)YY, ). (22) 
For x1 , x2 E B, 
I &l > Y9 4 - &2 1 Y7 0 
< ct-1’2{l 4x1) * (c”(%)(*)(-)Y,Y) - 4x2) * (C”@,)(*>(*)Y,Y)ltr 
+ I 4%) * (W,)(*)(*)*Y) - 4x2) * (c’w*)(*)~Y)ltT 
+ I &l) * (C’(Xl)(~>Y~ Y) 0 (wi)(*)Y,Y) 
- 4x2) * (C’@2N-)y, Y) 0 fC’@,)(*)Y, Y>ltr 
+ I(wG)YY,Y) - (C@,)YY,Y)ll 
= ct-1’2{(i) + i) + (iii) + (iw)}, 
say. Writing 
(9 < I 4~) - 4x2)I * I(C”W * I( 9y9 yh 
+ I 4x2)1 * I(cmM . )( * 1 Y> Y) - vv2)( * I( * )YY r>ltr 
and using the facts that x -+ A(x) is B-Lip 1 and uniformly bounded 
as a map from B to L(H, H), I(C”(x)( * - ) y, y)ltr d cl Fy I’, and 
IVW(~)(~) Y7 Y) - (c”(~z)(*)(*)Y~ Y>l 
G c IlW2W - c,(~,)l(~)(-)FY)~ ~Y)llL(B*B*) 
<cI~Y1211%--2~l, 
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we obtain (i) ,< Q&J) * Ij x1 - xs 11 where y4(y)- ELQ,) for all 
1 < p < 00. Making similar estimates on (ii), (iii), and (iv), we 
arrive at 
I &l 9 Y? 4 - ‘dx, 9Y? t)l < ct-T%(Y) *II Xl - 3‘2 II 
where y5( y)- E D(p,) for all 1 < p < co. We now write 
(23) 
I W.f@l) - wm2)l 
< s B I i@l + 4ZY) 4x2 + d$Y)I * I ii+, Y9 41” 
~e~p[-W4~~.~)/21- -A 
+ j, I P(x2 + fiY)I * I &I 9 y, 4 - g(x, y, t)l- 
* ~~P~-(%)y~y)/4" *P#Y) 
+ j, I Ax2 + dSY)I * I &, , y, t)l” 
* I ew-(C@d y, YMI - exp[-(C(4y~y)/2ll” -A@Y) 
and use llfll, < 4lflL, (2% and 
J I exp[-(%) y, y)/21 - exP[-(W2)y, YKW+~ I+Y) 
B = j, I -(it-) f:w(52 + 4x1 - x2m1 - X2)YIY) 
*exP[-(% + 4% - %))Y,YM fis l”API(~Y) 
< c I/ x1 - x2 I/ for h < c/2 
to obtain 
I wt4 - Wf(x2)l < Ct-1'211flll *II Xl - x2 II * (24) 
From (13), (20), and (24) we conclude that here xists a constant Q,
independent oft, such that 
II Wflh < Qt-l/’ It fill , and s I M, I@, dy) < Qt-“2. (25) B 
We also note that for fixed fECZ, x E B, M, f (x) is a continuous 
function ft for t > 0, since, from (21) 
I J&J(x) - m,mi < j, If@ + my) -“ox + 6Y)I * I &,Y, a- 
* =P[-(CWY,Y)/~I” *P&!Y) + j, If<% + ~ZY I * I &,Y, 6) 
-&,Y, t2)[” * exP[-(WY,YWI” *A@Y) 
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and since 
and I g(x, y, tl) - g(x, y, Ql < cl(h)-+ - (t2)-+ I * rdr), where 
y6(y)- ED(p,) for all 1 < p < 00. In fact, for 0 < 6 < t, , t, < to 
there xists a constant Q8,,, , depending on 6 and t, , but independent 
off and x, such that 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 2. 
IX. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
As in the finite dimensional case, we look for a fundamental solution 
Q~(x, dy) of the form 
for all fEC??, where rl(x, dy) (0 < t < co, x E B) is a family of finite 
Bore1 measures on B which satisfy conditions similar tof-1)-f-3) with 
Q and Qw, replaced by c,, and cg 1 
that for f EG!, 
* 0 respectively. We further require 
L 1 jBf(r) Q&, &I/ = 0. 
An application of L,, tto each side of (27) leads to 
where 
0 = Kf(x) + j: W-&u.fl(x) * du - +, t>, 
a(Y) . %+A&&, dy) * du. B 
Making the change of variables y -+ x + 2/2(t + dt - U) y, and 
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using Fubini’s Theorem and the Dominated Convergence Theorem 
to interchange the integrals andlimit, we have 
-exd-(W9yyy)/21 -P&W. 
By f-2) and f-3) the expression within the inner integral is acontinuous 
function of u and of At, for At sufficiently small. It now follows from 
the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus that 
0, 0 = jB ~tf(4 * [det 4W’” . exp[-(CWy, yY21*PI 
= ~tfc+ 
Thus, for each f E~Y, rff must satisfy the following integral equation 
r&x) = wf(x) + jt W-&uflW du. 
0 
(28) 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a family of fkite Borel measures 
rl(x, dy) (0 < t < co, x E B) on B which satisfy equation (28) and the 
following conditions 
g-l) Given t, > 0, there is a constant c , independent oft and x, 
such that jB 1 rt 1(x, dy) < ct, *t-t (0 < t < to). 
g-2) The map f - rtf defined by TJ (x) = JBf (y) rl(x, dy) is a 
bounded linear operator nCl, with 11 rtf ]I1 < ct, *t-*/J f Ill 
(0 < t < to). 
g-3) Given 0 < 6 < to , there xists a constant c~,~, , depending on
6 and t, but independent off and x, such that for S < t, , 
tz < to , I rt,f (4 - rl,f (x)1 < c~,~,I tl - t2 I - Ilf II1 (for all 
f Em)- 
Proof. We will solve (28) by iteration. Define the measures 
rp(x, dy) (n = 1, 2 ,..., 0 < t < co, x E B) by the conditions 
(29) 
jBfO it’% 49 = j: jBjBf@, C-YY, d4 J%-&, 44 du (n = 2,3,-1 
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for all bounded measurable functions f on B. By (25), Y~(x, dy) 
satisfies 
s I ytl 1(x, 4~)<Qt-Ii2 
jB 1 Y; 1(x, dy) < Q" j: (t - uJ-~'~ ~1~'~ du, 
j, 1 rtn 1(x, dy) < Q" j: (t - u,J-~'~ j:"'(+ - u,-~)-~‘~ * * 
- i:’ (u, - ZL~)-~‘~ .;li2 du, --- dune1 (n = 3, 4,...). 
Making use of the identity 
I 
)z b -28)- 1 u-l du = ab+c-‘r(b) F c fF(b + c) 
where r is the gamma function a d u, b, c > 0, we obtain 
I B I yt2 1(x> 49 f Q2toW W1W2) 
= Q”7r2’2t2’2-‘/~(2/2) 
s, 1 Y: I!x, dy) < [Q%~“‘~/r(2/2)] j; (t - u~)-~‘~ ,:12-t du, 
= [Q%“‘“/r(2/2)] t312-l r(g) r(2/2)/r(3/2) 
= Qw’w2-1/r(3/2) 
I 
B 1 ytn &cc, dy) < Q+T~‘~P’~-~/~+z/~). 
Thus the series CERr JB j ytn 1(x, d’) converges, andfor 0 < t < ts 
its um is dominated bya term of the form ~,~t-f. This enables u to 
define m asures Y~(x, dy) by 
r&q 4) = f ytn@, 4). (30) 
?l=l 
The family Y~(x, dy) satisfies condition g-l) and equation (28). TO 
see that g-2) is satisfied, w  let fE CZ and write 
yt’f(x) = ~t.m) 
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Using (25) we can obtain the estimate 
II ytnflll < p llfl II~rn’zt(s-2”2/r(n/2), (31) 
and g-2) follows immediately. 
Let 0 < 6 < t, , t, < t, . Then, by (25), (26) and (31) 
I y;fk, - yz”,fW G 1 j” ~t,-ukY!fl(4 du 1 t1 
+ / j; WC,-JC-‘flW - JG,&,“-‘flW> du 1 
and so we have g-3) satisfied. 
X. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Define ql(x, dy) (0 < t < co, xE B) by 
jBf(y) crt@, 49 = jB.fCyl [det ~Y)I-“~ 4~~ dr) 
02) 
+ j: jB Pet 4yP2 j,f@) Y,(Y, 4 w-,(x, dy) &
for all bounded measurable functionsf onB. 
It remains only to verify d-3). Writing 
fW = jBfW 4~ 49, 
we find that for t sufficiently small, say 0 < t < 1, 
1 jBf(y) * c&~ dr) -f(x) 1 
< j, If(r) -.&)I - 4x, 4) + c llfll, j: u-l’2 du
< c llflll j, II Y- x II .w@, 49 + c llflll tl/‘. 
580/3/I-8 
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Make the change of variable y -+ x - 1/sy in the first term. Then 
/ j,-fo - qt(X, dy)-09~ G c II~II, tl's jB~~y II. ddy) +c II~ II t1/2 
+ 0 as t -+ 0, and the convergence isuniform in x. 
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